apply for a full scholarship to a computer science summer camp here: https://unt.az1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/sv_eLqjisuuglmNgln

UNT North Texas Coding Academy Camps
Monday – Friday @ 9am – 5pm
for Middle and high school students ages 13+

Option 1: Computer Science Fashion Camp
(7/18 – 7/22 and 8/1 – 8/5)
This camp teaches computer science foundations (with coding instruction) using a theme of e-textiles and fashion.

Option 2: Computer Science Career Camp
(7/11 – 7/15 and 7/18 – 7/22)
This camp teaches computer science foundations (with coding instruction), possible career directions, guidance for steps needed to pursue a tech career, and provides hands-on projects.

Options 3: Creative Coding Leadership Camp
(7/11 – 7/15 and 8/1 – 8/5)
This camp teaches computer science foundations (with coding instruction), encourages entrepreneurship, and provides hands-on projects.